Becoming part of the Linux kernel community
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PEACE, LOVE AND LINUX
FRIENDS
Fans
Freeloaders
Step 1

Not annoying your kernel maintainers
Publish all kernel source...
Including device drivers
...When shipping the product
Avoiding License Compliance Avoidance
TODO:
FREE 3D EMBEDDED GRAPHICS DRIVERS
The year we made contact
2011

The Year of Free 3D Graphics
Candidates

- AMD
- ARM
- Broadcom
- Imagination
- Nvidia
- Qualcomm
- Samsung
- VIA
- Vivante
- ZiiLabs
STEP 2

BECOMING A FRIEND OF THE KERNEL COMMUNITY
Upstreaming large amounts of patches
Ok, so you've made a mess of it
Public Git Tree
Riding the wave
Divide & Conquer
SERVICE MODE
FOR
OLD BRANCHES
STEP 3

Being part of the community
Review
Love
RESPECT
REJECTION
Responsibility
Questions?